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historians use the facts, how difficult it is to say which is
more important or more likely to be accurate and what
standards must be used for such work. Then in her own
reading of history she would have had some idea of the
relative importance of historical facts and some small
power of estimating them.
This, then, is the first condition of training children to
reason and draw careful conclusions : that in every subject
in which they are interested they are given help in careful
selection and use of evidence. This statement does not
imply that children should never be asked to follow very
closely the steps of another's argument—an excellent and
interesting piece of training whether in mathematics, science
or in the humanities. But just as it was suggested1 that
children should be encouraged to make verse, music and
dance before they studied carefully others' work, so should
they have constant practice and help in reasoning and
judgement before they are asked to appreciate the work
of others. Thus too they follow the psychological order
suggested by Piaget and Susan Isaacs ; for when trained
to use evidence for the solution of their own problem—be
it acting or writing a book—they are doing work of more
personal interest than when following the verbal argument
of a mature thinker, an argument generally too abstract
for their age and capacity. So much for the general
thesis that training in reasoning is a matter of good all-
round teaching in every subject. There do, however, seem
to be some minor points that it might help teachers to
consider.
In the first place though, as Susan Isaacs points out, a
child cannot be supposed to follow an argument, much less
construct one, on a subject outside his experience, yet a
good many problems are possible for him to solve practically
and he should be encouraged to do so—how to fix wheels
on a cart, paper a doll's house or cover a book, work a
i See p. 94.

